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The next Vertikal Days event is just a week or so away
and promises to be the largest so far, both in terms of
numbers and exhibitor space. This year’s show - the
eighth - is six weeks earlier than in recent years due to
some conflicts over the usual June dates but hopefully
the spring weather will be kind. Pre-registrations are
very promising and the number of new products this
year makes visiting the show essential for all industry
professionals.
Once again there is a healthy mix
of equipment ranging from rental
software to the largest aerial lift
ever exhibited in the UK as well
as some interesting new cranes
and lifting gear. There will also
be a far wider range of ancillary
products and services than
previously seen.

everyone else at the show - both
visitors and exhibitors alike - share
your interest, helping make what
is already a very social event even
more productive and enjoyable.

Popular format

The organisers have tried very
hard again this year to upgrade the
visitor experience without spoiling
One thing is for certain, if you have
the most popular aspects of this
any interest in lifting equipment
unique event - not an easy task
of any kind this year’s event is
when almost 95 percent of visitors
an absolute must. As usual you
and exhibitors repeatedly say
have the chance to see all of the
‘don’t change anything’. So all the
world’s major crane and access
favourites remain including the allmanufacturers without having to
inclusive catering, fast and simple
walk miles and in a setting where
check-in and free parking. We are
exhibitors are not distracted by
beefing up the separate barbeque
thousands of gawkers or side
and sandwich bar locations and
shows. You can be sure that
looking at ways we might reduce
the queues at peak
times - not easy when
Practical details
you are feeding more
Venue:
than 1,500 each day.
Haydock Park, Newton le Willows, WA12 CHQ,
If you haven’t already
off junction 23 of the M6
pre-registered you
can do so at www.
Show dates and times:
vertikaldays.net where
Wednesday 14th May - 10.00-17.30
you can print out your
Thursday 15th May - 10.00-16.30
Food and drink served in the Marketplace all day. own badge and speed
your passage into the
Lunch is served in the dining area 12:30-14:30
show.
Networking Event: (tickets required)
Wednesday 14th - 18.30-11.00
How to Register:
• Pre-register online and print out
your badge
• Bring along a completed invitation and swap
for a badge
• Or just turn up with a business card and
swap it for a badge

workshops, seminars and meetings.
Typically more than 80 percent of
the UK and Ireland’s specialist rental
companies will attend over the two
days, representing the vast majority
of the region’s annual buying power.
This gives ample opportunity to
network and exchange ideas with
your peers. In addition there are
more short seminars planned and
the Marketplace has more stands
with a wider variety of exhibitors.
There are also more formal meetings
which you can attend including
the ALLMI Forum meeting for
those running or interested in lorry
loaders/loader cranes and the CPA
hosting a Strategic Forum meeting.

Marketplace
Bigger again and with more
exhibitors, the Marketplace is the
place to have a coffee and meet
up with a whole host of suppliers
providing training, replacement

vertikal days

Lunch m

enu
Miles’ fam
ous hog ro
ast
Barbecue
stall w
and sausa ith burgers
ges
Vegetarian
chilli
Salad sele
ction
Cheese bo
ard - inclu
ding
Cornish G
ouda
Fruit bask
et
Sandwich
/bagu
those in a ette bar for
hurry
parts, software and technology,
mobile towers, finance and legal
services, as well as housing
the meeting rooms for the short
seminars and workshops from
companies such as Higher Concept,
inspHire, DEUTZ AG and others...

Catering
Vertikal Days is unique in that
visitors do get a ‘free lunch’. Our
caterer Barry Miles is back with a

People, meetings
and seminars

If you are in the lifting
business but not as
passionate about the
equipment as some
you can focus on the
many other aspects
of the event, from the
people to informative
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Ruthmann’s TBR220 truck mounted lift

larger team than ever before and
will be roasting a dozen free-range,
large white porkers from Bovingdon,
Hertfordshire, barbecuing over a
thousand sausages from the same
supplier and several thousand beef
burgers. Once again there will be
a vegetarian option or two, tasty
salads and a cheese bar. And for
those who prefer a sandwich you
can get a freshly made sandwich or
baguette at the popular Sandwich
Bar.

Evening event
Wednesday evening sees the annual
Vertikal networking event, which
sadly we have to limit to 750 for
space and safety reasons. This year
the menu is being upgraded with
a little more selection and variety,
while the musical interlude will be
provided by The Rockits, returning
for their second appearance at the
event. They can be seen every
Friday at Liverpool’s famous Cavern
Club. As usual, tickets will be
supplied to exhibitors first with
any additional tickets offered on
a first come, first served basis to
those who want them. You can put
your name on the waiting list by
emailing: pt@vertikal.net.

Other activities
ALLMI
Operator of the Year
The fourth annual competition for
loader crane operators carries a
cash prize of £250 plus a trophy,
free training and the right to use
the ‘Operator of the Year’ logo. Held
in the ALLMI village it tests skill,
safety and speed. ALLMI will also
hold its Forum general meeting
during the show.

IPAF
This
year at
Vertikal
Days IPAF will be highlighting
the importance of maintenance,
inspection and the thorough
examination of aerial work
platforms. Demonstrations and
information provided on the stand
will illustrate the value of good
maintenance regimes from pre-use
checks to major examinations. The
Federation has lots going on with a
host of events scheduled later in the
year so well worth a stop.

CPA
The Contractors Plant-Hire
Association is the UK’s heavy
equipment and crane rental
association and publisher of the
widely used Plant Hire Terms
& Conditions. Visit the stand to
find out the benefits membership
offers, which include support on
safety and training issues and its
insurance policies. The CPA will also
be hosting its Stars of the Future
apprentice awards ceremony on
Wednesday 14th May, as well as a
Strategic Forum Plant Safety Group
Outreach meeting covering tower
cranes, aerial
lifts, telehandlers
and outrigger
loadings.

Sales International will show
three truck mounted lifts this year,
including the 22 metre TBR220
which was launched towards the
end of last year. Mounted on a 3.5
tonne chassis the unit offers 16.4
metres of outreach and a 230kg
capacity. Also on show will be a 46
metre T460 mounted on an 18 tonne
chassis and a 33 metre T330 on a
7.5 tonne chassis.

more interesting lifts on display.

Aerial and Handling Services:

The new 26 metre articulated Co.Me.t
Eurosky 26 truck mounted lift

Stand 137B

Earlier this year Italian aerial work
platform manufacturer Tigieffe
appointed Aerial and Handling
Services and Joint Venture Sales
Consultants as the UK distributor
for its Airo branded self-propelled
booms, scissors and spider lifts.
The company will launch Airo at
Vertikal Days as well as show its
deckRailXtra material handling
attachments and other innovations
for safe working at height.
Airo’s 16 metre working
height Bi-Enegry A16JED
boom lift

Access Equipment
& Telehandlers
Access Industries: Stand 115
See Multitel Pagliero

Access Sales International:

Stand 130

Ruthmann’s UK distributor Access
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See Aerial and

AJ Access Platforms: Stand 112
Making its Vertikal Days debut,
AJ Access has been providing
new, used and refurbished access
equipment for almost 25 years.
Last year it became the official UK/
Ireland distributor for Holland Lift
and will show a 19 metre Holland
Lift N-195EL-12 scissor lift as well
as a fully refurbished Genie Z30/20N
boom lift.

Holland Lift appointed AJ Access as
its UK/Ireland distributor last August

So what’s at the show?
The following is the full listing
of exhibitors grouped by major
product sectors. There is also a full
alphabetical listing on page 50.

Airo: Stand 137B
Handling Services

Affordable Access: Stand 118

Alimak Hek: Stand 137

The UK distributor for Co.Me.t aerial
lifts will show the new 26 metre,
articulated Eurosky 26 mounted on
a Mitsubishi Fuso chassis. With a
dual sigma-type riser, telescopic
boom and articulated jib and 250kg
unrestricted platform capacity, it has
a maximum outreach of 12.5 metres
which can just be achieved at its up
and over height of 12 metres. The
company is also hoping to have two

Alimak Hek will display a range of
products, including its TPL 500 and
TPM 1300SD material hoists. With
lift capacities of 500 and 1,300kg
respectively they can also be used
as transport platforms. It will also
have its lift installation platform Hek
Easylifter and MCM mastclimbing
work platform which offers a
platform capacity of up to 2,300kg,
platform lengths of 32 metres and

SEE US AT
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Bravi: Stand 148
Now in its second year selling direct
in the UK, Bravi will have several
units of its heavy duty Leonardo HD
self-propelled lifts on display in a
variety of colours and applications.
It will also exhibit its electric SOLO
GYPS drywall lifting system for the
Leonardo HD.

Bronto Skylift: Stand 100

Alimak Hek TPL 500 material hoist

up to 200 metres working height.

APS: Stand 126 See IAPS
Ascendant: Stand 125
Now under new ownership and
sharing a stand with Facelift,
Ascendant is expected to show its
12.5 metre van mounted lift and 18
metre truck mount.

ATN: Stand 128
ATN will bring a selection of
machines, including a 8.1 metre
PIAF 810 tracked mast boom,
a four-wheel drive Zebra 16
articulated boom lift which offers a
16.4 metre working height and 9.3
metre outreach, and a 12 metre CX
12 Rough Terrain scissor lift which
the company claims is the only
model on the market to combine
a 16 square metre deck with a
platform capacity of 1,100kg.

Bizzocchi: Stand 122 See CTE
Bluelift: Stand 124 See HLS
Böcker: Stand 109 See Kranlyft
The Bravi SOLO GYPS
system fitted to a
Leonardo HD

Truck mounted lift manufacturer
Bronto will exhibit its 50 metre
S50 XDT-J and 70 metre S70 XDT
alongside a new 56 metre S56
XR. Launched with the S65 XR
at Bauma last year, the S56 XR
is part of the company’s new XR
range replacing its best-selling XDT
range. The company will also be
demonstrating its exciting training
simulator at a special location next
to the catering marquee.
The Bronto
S56 XR was
launched
at Bauma

Genie’s
180ft SX180
boom lift

UK debut. The company’s spider
lift range will be represented by
its 23 metre Traccess T230 which
offers an outreach of 12 metres
with a 200kg unrestricted platform
capacity.

Custom Equipment: Stand 132
See The Access Platform Company

Dingli: Stand 133
Leading Chinese aerial lift
manufacturer Dingli will be hard
to miss with 11 scissor lifts on its
stand including its first mast boom
- the 11.5 metre AMWP11.5-8100.
With a one metre overall width,
a length of 2.56 metres and 1.97
metre stowed height, it features a
working outreach of three metres,
360 degrees slew and active
pothole protection.

Co.Me.t: Stand 118
CTE: Stand 122
CTE will have two truck mounted
models from its Zed range on show
including the recently launched 21
metre Zed21JHV and the 23 metre
compact Zed23JH which makes its

Gehl: Stand 114 See Manitou
Genie: Stand 149
Genie may have the highest selfpropelled lift on the showground,
with the first chance to see the final
CE production unit of its big boom
lift. Other products will include
the 47ft compact slab GS4047
and GS4069DC battery powered
compact Rough Terrain scissors.
Other products on the stand will
include its more popular lifts and
telehandlers.

After acquiring the assets of
Hinowa UK last year, APS is now
the exclusive UK distributor for
Dingli will show its first ever mast boom.

Dinolift: Stand 116 See Promax
Easy Lift: Stand 105/6 See Skyking
Facelift: Stand 125
The company is looking to meet
rental customers and discuss its
range of safety products. Expect
some interesting surprise exhibits.

Faraone: Stand 126A
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Faraone’s new four
metre self-propelled
lift which weighs
just 70kg

Giraf Track: Stand 129 See GGR
GSR: Stand 105/6 See Skyking
Hinowa UK: Stand 131

See Affordable Access

Making its UK debut, the Zed23JH.

be fully extended at a
height of three metres
or to 650mm at four
metres. The smallest
self-propelled lift in
the range - the Elevah
40 More - offers a
working height of four
metres and weighs
just 70kg.

Exhibiting direct at Vertikal Days
for the first time Faraone will have
all five models from its innovative
Elevah Move range of ultra-compact
self-propelled lifts on show. With
working heights ranging from four
to eight metres, its largest - the
Elevah 80 E Move - features a 1.2
metre platform extension which can

Hinowa’s
Lightlift 20.10
Performance IIIS
spider lift

the manufacturer’s full range
of products. On display will
be a selection of Hinowa IIIS
Performance spider lifts including
the 14 metre 14.70, 17 metre 17.75
and the 20 metre 20.10. Also on the
stand will be mini-dumpers from
Hinowa’s tracked material handling
HS range.

HLS: Stand 124
HLS, the Bluelift, RAM, PB
Lifttechnik and Hugo distributor
will show the 17.6 metre compact

The lithium
hybrid Bluelift
C22 spider lift

Bluelift SA18 and the lithium hybrid
22 metre C22 spider lifts. It will also
feature the popular 20 metre RAM
Gemini 20.35 PTJ truck mounted
lift on a Nissan Cabstar chassis and
might just have a Hugo stock picker
if you ask.

c&a
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Hugo: Stand 124 See HLS
Hy-Brid Access Platforms:
Stand 132

See The Access Platform Company

IAPS Group: Stand 126
The IAPS group was officially
launched at last year’s Vertikal Days
following the merger of aftermarket
specialist IPS and powered
access distributor APS. The
enlarged company now has three
key divisions and will be spread
over two stands - 126 and 131 following the recent acquisition of
Hinowa UK.
Its Independent Parts Specialists
(IPS) division will introduce its
recently-acquired Outriggerpads
brand, which supplies high quality
spreader plates for cranes and
platforms, including its Hi Viz
range which alerts pedestrians
of the potential trip hazard. The
company is also the official UK
parts distributor for Genie, Hinowa,

An Isoli PTJJ 36.29 truck mounted lift

Ommelift, UpRight, Youngman BoSS,
Grove Manlift, Manitou, Pop-Up and
Snorkel. One of its parts vans will be
on the stand.

mobile service engineers and three
workshops in the West Midlands,
East Anglia and Scotland.

The Access Platform Sales (APS)
division is the UK distributor for
Hinowa, Isoli, Ommelift, Youngman
BoSS, Wienold Lifte material lifts as
well as offering Genie and Niftylift
products on a retail basis. An Isoli
truck mounted lift will also be on
show - a 35.6 metre PTJJ36.29
mounted on an 18 tonne chassis.

Imer will exhibit its new three model
IM80 series of self-propelled scissor
lifts which is set to replace the
current IT80 series. With platform
heights of six, eight and 9.3 metres
respectively the range includes the
outdoor rated eight metre IM5980
EX. The new series is designed
for both indoor and outdoor use,
offers 230kg platform capacity,
a one metre deck extension and
new direct electric drive for longer

Platform Service & Repair (PSR)
offers aerial lift inspection, service
and repair through a team of 23

Imer: Stand 135
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compact 100VJR mast boom and 15
metre bi-energy 150AETRJ-L boom
lift. Weighing 2650kg the 100VJR
is less than a metre wide and 2.82
metres in length.

An artists
impression of one
of Imer’s new
three model
IM80 series of
self-propelled scissor lifts

battery life. Other models on show
include its Easy Up 5 push around
scissor lift and outdoor rated 12
metre IT10122 EX self-propelled
scissor lift.

IPS: Stand 126 See IAPS
Isoli: Stand 126 See IAPS
Iteco: Stand 135 See Imer
JCB: Stand 134A
Making its UK debut on the JCB
stand is the newly upgraded
20 metre 540-200 fixed frame
telehandler featuring an EU stage
IIIB/ Tier 4 Interim engine. Other
telehandlers on display include
the 531-70 and 540-170 models
and possibly the compact 515-40.
JCB will also showcase its 300kg
capacity Aerial Platform attachment
suitable for its 540-140 and 540-170
telehandlers.

Mantis Access: Stand 113

JCB’s Aerial Platform attachment is suitable for its telehandlers

JLG: Stand 136
Vertikal Days will be the first chance
to see JLG’s new, top of the line
mast boom - the 12 metre Toucan
12E+ with telescopic jib. Other
products will include models from
its RS range of slab scissor lifts and
a 60ft 600AJ boom lift equipped
with the company’s SkyGuard
secondary guarding system which
features reverse functionality. The
system is now available to retrofit to
all JLG diesel booms manufactured
from 2004. Finally the company
will show the new 20 metre X20J
Plus tracked spider lift with 230kg
unrestricted platform capacity.

Liftlux: Stand 136 See JLG
Manitou: Stand 114
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Manitou will have a selection
of aerial lifts from its electric/
diesel range including its 10 metre

Mantis Access, the Oil&Steel
distributor, is a division of tower
crane manufacturer Mantis Cranes.
In addition to the standard Oil&Steel
products, Mantis produces special
platforms, including the 21.12 Snake
Smart boom mounted onto a Terex
4x4x4 dumper chassis.

JLG’s 12 metre Toucan
12E+ mast boom

Manitou’s 100VJR

c&a

Multitel will launch its 23.5 metre
MX235 truck mount at Vertikal Days
Making its
European
debut will be
the 60ft MEC
6092RT

mounted lift and
a 25 metre spider
lift - possibly its
SMX250.

Niftylift: Stand
120/121

The Niftylift stand
as always will have
a wide selection
of units on show
including its newly
redesigned and
updated 17 metre
electric Rough Terrain scissor lifts
fitted with platform side tray and
pipe rack and the 26ft 2684ES Speed
Level.

Vertikal Days will be the first
opportunity to see MEC’s new
60ft 6092RT Rough Terrain scissor
lift - which features a 7.5 metre
ultra-deck platform - outside North
America. Other notable exhibits
include the 60ft Titan 60S big deck
boom lift, the 32 and 40ft 3259ERT
and 4069ERT Crossover compact

HR17N narrow boom lift. This year
Vertikal Days will be the first public
showing of its new range topping
86ft HR28 Hybrid self-propelled
articulated boom with battery power
pack. Other self-propelled models
include a 17 metre HR17 Hybrid, a
15 metre HR15 4x4 and a 12 metre
HR12N and the 12 metre SD120T
self drive boom. It will also have a
15 metre 150T trailer mounted lift.

Oil&Steel: Stand 113
See Mantis Access

Ommelift: Stand 126 See IAPS
Palfinger Platforms: Stand 105/6

The new HR17N
has an overall
height of less
than two metres

See Skyking

PB Lifttechnik: Stand 124

Multitel Pagliero: Stand 115

MEC: Stand 111

vertikal days

See HLS

Multitel and its UK dealer Access
Industries will launch the 23.5 metre
MX235 truck mount lift. Based on
the 25 metre MX250 - which will
also be exhibited - the MX235 offers
up to 11.5 metre outreach and a
flat bottom cage making it ideal for
roofing and tree applications. Its end/
mid cage mounted platform also
keeps the machine’s overall length
down to a respectable 6.9 metres.
Other models on show include its
16 metre Multitel 160 ALU truck

Platform Basket: Stand 116
See Promax

Pop-Up Products: Stand 138
See Snorkel UK

Power Towers: Stand 123
The leading low level lift producer
Power Towers will show the
new outdoor version of its award
winning manually elevated Pecolift,
alongside its original Power Tower
and Nano range. Available as an

Hitachi
Sumitomo

Cranes
available
for sale or
rental
SCX1000A-3 100 tonne

TCC-1100 100 tonne

Full specifications on all our range of cranes can be downloaded from our website
NRC PLANT LTD Neagron House, Stanford Road, Orsett. RM16 3BX. United Kingdom.
Tel: 01375 361616 Email: sales@nrcplant.co.uk Website:

www.nrcplant.co.uk
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added option the wind rated Pecolift
can operate on gradients up to three
degrees and in winds up to 12.5
metres per second.

Power Scissor: Stand 132
See The Access Platform Company

Promax Access: Stand 116
Promax has just been appointed the
UK distributor for Reedyk Compact
Cranes and will use the show to
demonstrate the company’s C3412
articulated mini crane and C4405
pick&carry crane. The 4.25 tonne
C3412 can handle 135kg at a 19.5
metre radius while the three tonne
C4405 offers a maximum radius of
5.7 metres. As the Platform Basket
distributor Promax will also launch
the new 18 metre electric Spider
18.90 PRO-E spider lift with lithium
ion battery pack.

Platform Basket’s
Spider
18.90 PRO-E.

c&a
tight lipped over what products
it will have on show this year
promising some surprises. So
when you visit the stand expect
to encounter a few new product
launches. It is also worth noting that
it has recently taken on the Easy Lift
spider lift distribution in the UK and
will have units on show.

Snorkel: Stand 138
Snorkel UK will use Vertikal Days
to officially launch its new and
enhanced nationwide service and
product support operation led by
after-sales support engineer Trevor
Williamson. It will also have a range
of Snorkel lifts including a 12ft
M1230E telescopic mast lift, a 46ft
A46JRT articulated boom lift, an
electric S1930E scissor lift and a
TL37J trailer lift.

Speedy Services: Stand 110
Speedy has been the event’s rental
equipment sponsor since the very
first Vertikal Days with its mobile
power division providing all of the
power for the show and its events
team supplying and installing the
750 metres of perimeter fencing as
well as all of the pedestrian barriers
around the showground.

Teupen: Stand 127
RAM: Stand 124 See HLS
ReechCraft: Stand 132
See The Access Platform Company

Ruthmann: Stand 130
See Access Sales International

Skyaces: Stand 105/6
Skyjack: Stand 139

See Skyking

Teupen will show several models
from its spider lift line up, but is
keeping quiet about which models it
will have on display.

The Access Platform
Company: Stand 132

Skyjack’s SG-E secondary
guarding system

level access equipment including
the recently launched 4.5 metre
Skywinder Mini 250 which offers
an extra metre of working height.
Other products on show include the
Skywinder 150, Quick Step 200,
Power Scissor 600 and Reechcraft’s
PowerLift PL 50 - all of which do
not require any motors, batteries,
hydraulics or pumps to operate. It
is possible a few Hy-Brid Access
Platforms models may even make
an appearance.

Toucan: Stand 136 See JLG
Versalift: Stand 116A
Versalift will showcase 10 platforms
this year, including its new 13 metre
ETM36LF mounted on a 3.5 tonne
Ford Transit. Other units of particular
interest are the 24 metre VTX24
mounted on a 3.5 tonne Mercedes
Sprinter and the nine metre LT23
mounted on a 2.6 tonne Peugeot
chassis.

City Lifting is the UK dealer for
Comansa flat top tower cranes
and Artic Cranes with its Raptor
articulated jib tower cranes. The
company will have a Comansa 11LC
160 flat top tower crane on show.

Compact Lifting Equipment:

Stand 119

CLE is the JMG pick&carry crane
distributor for the UK and UAE, but
looks unlikely to have any cranes at
the show this year. The company
will however demonstrate the
HookCam wireless camera system
which it also distributes. Designed
to be attached directly to the crane’s
hook block the wireless camera
transmits a live video stream to the
operator’s cab eliminating any blind
spots.

Wumag: Stand 105/6 See Skyking
Youngman: Stand 126 See IAPS

Amco Veba: ALLMI Village
See Tip N Lift

Atlas Cranes: ALLMI Village
The new
Skywinder
Mini 250

See ALLMI Village

Autoguide Equipment:

CLE will exhibit the
HookCam camera system

Stand 194

Autoguide Equipment will exhibit its
custom-built Terrain Master TC600
configured as a pole erection unit.
The 7.5 tonne tracked TC600 has
been specifically designed to carry
either a nine metre/tonne loader
crane or a 20 metre aerial work
platform. It has a top speed of 11km
per hour and features full radio
remote control as well as side, front
and rear stabilisers.

Benazzato: Stand 191
See Rossa Cranes

Böcker: Stand 109 See Kranlyft
Broderson: Stand 159/190
Skyking: Stand 105/6

See Tadano UK

UK-based GSR/Palfinger Platforms
distributor Skyking is keeping very

See ALLMI Village
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City Lifting: Stand 192

Cranes & Lifting

The Access Platform Company
will exhibit its latest range of low

Skyjack will have a wide spread
of models from its popular scissor
lift range along with its growing
line of boom lifts. This is the
first opportunity to check out
the company’s two secondary
guarding/anti-entrapment safety
systems - the Mechanical SG-M
and Electronic SG-E.

The Terrain Master TC600 configured as a pole erection unit

Cargotec: ALLMI Village

Cormidi: Stand 129 See GGR
Cranes UK: Stand 159/190
See Tadano UK

Effer: ALLMI Village
See Atlas Cranes UK

elebia: MP15 See Red Plant
Galizia: Stand 129 See GGR
GGR: Stand 129
Once again making full use of its
stand GGR will exhibit 10 machines.
Representing its Unic spider cranes
will be a 10 tonne URW-1006, a
2.9 tonne URW-295 and a battery
powered Eco-095 spider crane.
Galizia will have its two tonne GK20
tracked mini crane and a 20 tonne
GF200 pick&carry crane. Other

The Unic Eco-095
battery powered
spider crane

products include Cormidi’s versatile
GKB19-4 Multipla which can be
used as a spider crane, spider lift
or underbridge unit, and an eight
tonne Giraf Track MCC805 mini
crawler crane. Finally it will feature
a Paus Starworker 1200 trailer crane
alongside two Oscar glazing and
cladding vacuum machines.

Giraf Track: Stand 129 See GGR
Grove: Stand 152/3 See Manitowoc
Hiab: ALLMI Village
See Cargotec UK

Hitachi-Sumitomo: Stand 135A
See NRC

HMF: ALLMI Village
See ALLMI Village

Hoeflon: Stand 192A
See JT Cranes

HookCam: Stand 119
See Compact Lifting Equipment

JT Cranes: Stand 192A
Exhibiting at Vertikal Days for the

first time John Taylor Crane Services
will show off a refurbished 10 tonne
Kato MR100 city crane, along with
a Hoeflon D12 tracked carrier which
it offers for hire or sale. Intended
for carrying heavy objects through
areas with restricted access, the
remote controlled D12 is only
420mm high, less than 800mm wide
and can carry up to 1.5 tonnes.

JMG: Stand 119
See Compact Lifting Equipment

Kato: Stand 109 See Kranlyft
Kranlyft: Stand 109
As the European master distributor
for Maeda spider and mini cranes
Kranlyft is hoping to unveil the
all-new MK1033C spider crane to
the European market. Featuring
a three section main boom and a
three section articulated jib, the new
model has a maximum lift height
of 11.5 metres and working radius
of just under 10 metres. As well as
showing other MC and LC model
Maeda mini cranes the company
will have a four tonne Böcker
AK44-4000 aluminium boom truck
mounted crane - the largest in the
manufacturer’s range.

Liebherr: Stand 154/5
This year Liebherr will have three UK
JT Cranes D12 tracked carrier
The MK1033C spider crane
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Meisterkran will be holding
demonstrations of its heavy
duty tracked crane
and platform carriers

Liebherr’s
recently
launched 53K
self-erecting
tower - one of
three cranes
making their
UK debut

crane manufacturer shares the
stand with Mantis Access but is not
expected to show a crane this year.

Marchesi: ALLMI Village
See Tip N Lift

Meisterkran: Stand 140/150A
‘firsts’ on its stand. These include
the 300 tonne LTM 1300-6.2 with its
ECOmode single engine design, the
130 tonne Liebherr LTM 1130 5.1
featuring the company’s VarioBase
technology and finally a world first,
the new 53K self-erecting tower
crane launched in March. They will
be joined by the company’s LTM
1040, LTM 1060 and LTM 1090 All
Terrain cranes as well as its MK140
mobile self-erecting tower crane.
Live demonstrations of Liebherr’s
VarioBase variable outrigger system
will also take place throughout the
show.

Link-Belt: Stand 135A See NRC
Maeda: Stand 109 See Kranlyft

Manitowoc: Stand 152/3
Manitowoc will have its highly
popular 300 tonne Grove GMK6300L
on display - which has recorded
close to 200 sales since its launch
four years ago - next to the 100
tonne GMK4100L recently sold to
UK crane rental company Berry
Cranes. A Potain Igo 50 self-erecting
crane will also be on show while
Manitowoc’s newly appointed Crane
Care partner in Ireland - Irlequip will be on hand. The company is
also hoping to demonstrate the
benefits of its new synthetic crane
rope.

Mantis Cranes: Stand 113
The specialist self-erecting tower

First time exhibitor Meisterkran
is planning big things for Vertikal
Days showing off its heavy duty
tracked crane and platform carriers
and transport platforms, with
demonstrations on an adjoining plot.

NRC: Stand 135A
The UK Link-Belt and Hitachi crane
distributor will exhibit a 100 tonne
Link-Belt TCC1100 telescopic
crawler crane alongside a 100 tonne
Hitachi-Sumitomo SCX1000A-3
lattice boom crawler crane. A six
tonne Maeda LC1385B will also be
featured on the stand.

Penny Hydraulics: ALLMI Village
See ALLMI Village

Palfinger: ALLMI Village
See T H White

Paus: Stand 129
See GGR

The 100 tonne
TCC1100 telescopic
crawler crane

Neil Berry (R) of Berry
Cranes taking delivery of
the Grove GMK4100L
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Hird: Stand MP10
The Valla Crane and Winlet
distributor is not planning to exhibit
any Valla pick&carry cranes this
year however it will have a stand in
the Marketplace to showcase the
3B6 load systems.

PM Group: ALLMI Village
See ALLMI Village

Potain: Stand 152/3 See Manitowoc
Reedyk Compact Cranes:

Stand 116 See Promax

Rossa Cranes: Stand 191
Rossa Cranes is the newly
appointed distributor for Benazzato
self-erecting and top slewing tower
cranes and is looking for local
partners for the rental market.

Spierings: Stand 151
Spierings will show and
demonstrate its new seven axle
SK2400-AT7 mobile self-erecting
tower crane with 50 metre jib the first two recently delivered to
Bernard Hunter Crane Hire and City
Lifting. It will also show visitors
details of a new updated three axle
crane - the SK375-AT3. Using the
main structural components from
the SK365-AT3 the crane has been
fitted with a new Tier IIIB engine,
a ZF Intarder transmission and
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Meetings and Semimars

Wednesday 14th May 2014		
Times
Meetings, Seminars & Workshops
Location
10.00 - 11.00
Higher Concept - one-to-one sessions on the Syrinx Hire and Asset Management system
Marketplace Seminar Room 2
inspHire 1-2-1 Customer Workshops
Marketplace Seminar Room 1
11.00 - 12.00
Higher Concept - one-to-one sessions on the Syrinx Hire and Asset Management system
Marketplace Seminar Room 2
12.00 - 13.00
12.00 - 14.00
CPA Stars of the Future
Park Suite
DEUTZ - New Engine Technology : what you should know
Marketplace Seminar Room 2
14.00 - 15.00
ALLMI - Fleet Owners Operating Forum
Pre-register with ALLMI
14.00 Start
14.00 - 15.00
inspHire 1-2-1 Customer Workshops
Marketplace Seminar Room 1
Higher Concept - one-to-one sessions on the Syrinx Hire and Asset Management system
Marketplace Seminar Room 2
15.00 - 16.00
inspHire 1-2-1 Customer Workshops
Marketplace Seminar Room 1
16.00 - 17.00
Thursday 15th May 2014		
10.00 start
Top Service - Credit Circle Meeting
Newton Stand Café
10.00 - 11.00
Higher Concept - one-to-one sessions on the Syrinx Hire and Asset Management system
Marketplace Seminar Room 2
inspHire 1-2-1 Customer Workshops
Marketplace Seminar Room 1
10.00 - 11.00
UK Strategic Forum Plant Safety Group Forum Outreach Meeting
Tommy Whittle Stand
10.30 start
12.00 - 13.00
Higher Concept - one-to-one sessions on the Syrinx Hire and Asset Management system
Marketplace Seminar Room 2
inspHire 1-2-1 Customer Workshops
Marketplace Seminar Room 1
12.00 - 13.00
DEUTZ - New Engine Technology : what you should know
Marketplace Seminar Room 2
14.00 - 15.00
Higher Concept - one-to-one sessions on the Syrinx Hire and Asset Management system
Marketplace Seminar Room 2
15.00 - 16.00
15.00 - 16.00
inspHire 1-2-1 Customer Workshops
Marketplace Seminar Room 1

Exhibitor and Brand listing
Exhibitors/brands
Stand No.
MP10
3B6
Access Industries
115
Access Sales International
130
137B
Aerial and Handling Services
Affordable Access
118
Ainscough Training Services
MP8
Airo
137B
AJ Access
112
MP21
Alfa Access Services
Alimak Hek
137
ALLMI
ALLMI Village
AlturnaMats
142
Amco Veba
ALLMI Village
150
Andover Trailer
APS
126
Ascendant Access
125
Atlas Cranes
ALLMI Village
ATN
128
194
Autoguide
Benazzato
191
Bettersafe International
MP33
Bizzocchi
122
Bluelift
124
109
Böcker
Bravi
148
Broderson
159
Bronto Skylift
100
ALLMI Village
Cargotec
Carl Stahl Evita
MP18
CGS Tyres
144
City Lifting
192
CLE
119
Comansa
192
Co.Me.t
118
Compact Lifting Equipment
119
Continental Tyres
144
CoreRFID
MP5
Cormidi
129
CPA
146
Crane Hotline
Entrance
Cranes & Access
Entrance
Cranes Today
Entrance
Cranes UK (Tadano)
159/190
CraneSafe
MP26
Crown Batteries
MP24
C-Tech Industries
MP22
CTE
122
Custom Equipment
132
De Lage Landen Leasing
MP20

DEUTZ AG
Dingli
Dinolift
Easy Lift
Effer
elebia
Enterprise Workwear
Facelift
Faraone
Galizia
Gantic
Genie
GGR
Giraf Track
Glasboy
Goldhofer
GreenTek Solutions
Ground-Guards
Grove
GSR
HBC-radiomatic
Hewden Training
Hiab
Higher Concept Software
Hinowa UK
Hird
Hitachi-Sumitomo
HLS
HMF
Hoeflon
Holland Lift
HookCam
Hy-Brid Access Platforms
IAPS
IMA
Imer
Industrial Lift and Hoist
inspHire
Intellitec
IPAF
IPS
Irlequip
Isoli
Iteco
James Troop & Co
JCB
JLG
JMG
JT Cranes
Kässbohrer
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MP13
133
116
105/6
ALLMI Village
MP15
MP4
125
126A
129
MP23
149
129
129
129
150
142
142
152/3
105/6
140B
MP2
ALLMI Village
MP9
131
MP10
135A
124
ALLMI Village
192A
112
119
132
126
126A
135
Entrance Tent
MP28
MP19
108
126
152/3
126
135
MP27
134A
136
119
192A
143

Kato
King Trailer
KNT Training
Kranlyft
Lectura
LEEA
Liebherr
Liebherr Training Services
Lifting Gear UK
Liftlux
Link-Belt
Load Systems UK
LSI
Maeda
Manitou
Manitowoc
Mantis Access
Mantis Cranes
Marketbook
Marchesi
MEC
Meisterkran
Mentor Training
Michelin Tyres
Mitas Tyres
Motion Software
Multitel
Myerscough College
My Future My Choice
Niftylift
Nolim
NRC
Oil&Steel
Omme Lift
Orlaco
OTR Wheel Engineering
Pagliero
Palfinger
Palfinger Platforms
Paus
PB Lifttechnik
Penny Hydraulics
Hird
Platform Basket
PM Group
Pop-Up Products
Potain
Power Scissor
Power Towers
PSR
Probst Handling
Promax Access

109
105
MP3
109
MP
MP16
154/5
MP29
158
136
135A
MP7
MP7
109
114
152/3
113
113
195
ALLMI Village
111
140/150A
MP11
117
144
MP30
115
MP31
MP
120
147B
135A
113
126
MP26
MP12
115
ALLMI Village
105/6
129
124
ALLMI Village
MP10
116
ALLMI Village
138
152/3
132
123
126
193
116

QW
MP14
RAM
124
132
ReechCraft
116
Reedyk Compact Cranes
Red Plant
MP15
RICOEurope
MP
Ritchie Bros Auctioneers
MP1
Rossa Cranes
191
Ruthmann
130
SafetyLiftinGear
147
SFL Mobile Radio
MP25
Shield Batteries
MP24
Skyaces
105/6
Skyjack
139
Skyking
105-6
Snorkel UK
138
Speedy Services
110
Speedy Training
MP34
Spierings
151
SMIE
MP26
Sunfab UK
ALLMI Village
SWL
140A
Syrinx
MP09
T H White
ALLMI Village
Tadano UK
159/190
Terex Cranes
156/7
Teupen
127
The Access Platform Company
132
The Tackle Store
147A
Timbermat
191A
Time Versalift
116A
Tinsley
143
Tip N Lift
ALLMI Village
Top Service
MP17
Total Logistics Training
MP6
Toucan
136
TPA
141
Trackunit
MP32
TVH
134
Unic
129
Universal Crane Mats
140C
Valla
MP10
Versalift
116A
MP
Vertikal Press
Welex
145
Wienold
126
Winlet
MP10
Wumag
105/6
Youngman
126
ZT Harnesses
125

c&a

vertikal days
KEY
ACCESS

NEWTON
STAND
MEETINGS

CRANES

Haydock
Meeting Rooms

TELEHANDLERS
COMPONENTS/
ELECTRONICS/
OTHER

CATERING

RACE COURSE

Lunch
12.30-14.30

MARQUEE

FIRST AID

OFFICE

BBQ/
Sandwiches

Demo Area

ALLMI VILLAGE
Atlas/Effer
Hiab
HMF
Penny Hydraulics
PM
Sunfab UK
T H White/Palfinger
Tip N Lift

Probst 193 Autoguide

Speedy
Services

Niftylift

110

100

MEC

ALLMI
VILLAGE

111

120-121

AJ
Access

CTE

112

195

140B

Power
Towers

113

101-104

WORKSHOP

123

Ruthmann

Meisterkran

130

140

Hinowa
UK

TPA

Access
Platform
Co. 132

GroundGuards

Dingli

Tinsley

131

TVH

HLS

Manitou
114

Meisterkran 150A

125

Promax

Liebherr

135A

NRC
IMER

Michelin Teupen
117
109

Affordable
Access

Kranlyft

UCM 118A

118

CLE
119

192

Liebherr

Welex

154-155

145

JLG
I.M.A.
Faraone

105-106

City Lifting

152-153

126A

116A

107-108

Safety
Zone

Manitowoc

Demo Area

135

Skyking

151

144

134A

126

Versalift

Spierings

Mitas

IAPS

116

150

143

JCB

Access
Facelift
Ind.

Andover Trailers

142

134

124

115

141

133

127

136

Tackle
Store

Aerial and
Handling

Nolim

137

GGR

Snorkel

147B

Bravi

138

Skyjack

129

192A

156-157

Lifting
Gear UK
158

148

Genie

139

149

Timbermat

JT Cranes

Terex

147A

137A

ATN
128

146

Alimak
Hek

191A

3B6
Ainscough Training
Alfa Access
Bettersafe
Carl Stahl Evita
CoreRFID
CraneSafe
C-Tech
De Lage Landen
DEUTZ AG
Enterprise Workwear
Gantic
Hewden Training
Higher Concept
inspHire
Intellitec
James Troop
KNT Training
Lectura
LEEA
Liebherr Training
Lift Systems UK
Mentor Training
Motion Software
Myerscough College
My Future My Choice
OTR Wheel Engineering
QW Wheels
Red Plant
RICOEurope
Ritchie Bros
SFL Mobile
Shield Batteries
Speedy Training
Top Service
Total Logstics Training
Trackunit

122

Mantis

MARKETPLACE

MARKETPLACE

140A

radiomatic

194

Bronto

‘Operator of the
Year 2014’
competition

HBC

MarketBook

SWL

Tadano
UK

Rossa
191B

159/190

ENTRANCE

CAR PARK
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On the Atlas stand a heavy duty Effer
1405 8s+JIB6HD
loader crane
City Lifting’s Spierings SK2400-AT7

Terex Cranes: Stand 156/157
Making it’s show debut will be
the 220 tonne Explorer 5800 All
Terrain crane which features a
70 metre main boom and offers a
maximum tip height of 103 metres.
Terex claims it is the strongest and
most compact All Terrain crane in
its class. Joining it will be a 100
tonne AC100/4L, a 55 tonne 3160
Challenger and a 40 tonne AC40/2L.
Staff will also be on hand to discuss
the company’s service, support and
finance offerings.

Unic: Stand 129 See GGR
Valla: MP10 See 3b6/Hird
One of Hewden’s new Tadano 110 tonne ATF110-5Gs

a totally renewed hydraulic and
electric systems. Complying to the
latest regulations the crane achieves
a 2014 construction year. The
company says that the new crane
is highly competitive with a 50
tonne All Terrain and will hopefully
introduce the mobile tower crane
concept to new users.

Sunfab: ALLMI Village
See ALLMI Village

T H White: ALLMI Village

Tip N Lift: ALLMI Village
See ALLMI Village

Tadano UK: Stand 159/190
The big news for Vertikal Days is
the launch of Tadano UK following
the acquisition of Cranes UK by
the manufacturer a few weeks
ago. The company will have nine
cranes from its ATF-G Global All
Terrain crane line including the
ATF40G-2, ATF50G-3, ATF90G-4 and
ATF110G-5.

See ALLMI Village
Terex Explorer 5800
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ALLMI Village
At more than 20,000 square
metres the ALLMI Village will
be totally dedicated to the
promotion of all aspects of the
loader crane market. ALLMI’s
‘Operator of the Year’ competition
will be the centre-piece, with
manufacturer stands located
around the perimeter. Guidance

and advice will also be available
from the ALLMI marquee, and the
following member companies will
be displaying their products:

Atlas Cranes:
On the Atlas Cranes UK stand
will be a heavy duty Effer 1405
8s+JIB6HD loader crane. Mounted
on 8x2 Scania chassis it’s eight
section main boom and six section
heavy duty jib offers a maximum
reach of 32 metres at which it can
lift 1,160kg. It has a maximum lifting
capacity of 31 tonne at 2.85 metres.
Features include the company’s
CroSStab system which provides
360 degree stability and its Wind &
Drive winch system which allows
the winch to remain attached when
the boom is stowed.

Cargotec:
Cargotec UK will have two Hiab
loader cranes on show. The first is a
Hiab 144e-2 loader crane mounted
to the rear of a 26 tonne Mercedes
chassis which has been designed
specifically with the builder’s
merchant in mind. The second is

a heavy duty Hiab 622e which
has been sold to UK Hiab operator
Nortons. Both cranes have been
fitted with Hiab’s Hi-Pro operating
system.

Effer:
Hiab:
HMF:

See Atlas Cranes
See Cargotec UK

HMF will have two new models
on show including the 3220 K4
and 1530 K3. With a 2.17 tonne
capacity, at 12.3 metres the 3220
K4 features continuous slewing and
HMF’s latest 180 degree Gas Swing
Up outrigger system. The 1530 K3
can lift 1.18 tonne at a radius of
10.4 metres and has been fitted
with the company’s EVS (electronic
vehicle stability) system. Additional
features include remote controlled
outrigger, EQC powder coat finish,
its Power Plus link arm system and
internally routed hoses.
HMF 1530

The electric SwingLift F500

capacity of 300kg that can easily
lift loads from ground level before
unloading it onto the bed of a truck
using a lightweight hydraulic crane.

PM Group:
On the PM stand you will find the
company’s bestselling loader crane
in the UK - the PM 6526P. Part of
the company’s Platinum series
the crane features radio remote
controls, proportional compensated
valve block, integrated oil cooler
and the latest electronic and safety
components. It is mounted onto
a DAF CF 85 360 Sleeper chassis
which was supplied and fitted by
Bickford Truck Hire.

Sunfab UK:

Palfinger: See T H White
Penny Hydraulics:
Penny Hydraulics will exhibit an
array of hydraulic and electric
cranes as well as hydraulic loading
platforms and tail lifts on two
lightweight commercial vehicles.
Of the 12 products on show it will
have its new FV300/2 hydraulic
spoil box system. With a maximum

Exhibiting at Vertikal Days for the
first time Swedish pump, motor and
valve manufacturer will highlight
its new series of single-flow pumps
and high capacity variable piston
Sunfab’s SAP
Alloy Bent
Axis Piston
Pump.

The 65026P - PM’s top
selling loader crane in
the UK
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Ainscough Training
Services provides a
range of training for
lifting operations

walk on top of crane booms without
the risk of falling. As well as being
the master distributor for Standfast
it distributes Kratos and Meridan
Safety products.

coil cord kits, decals and a full range
of aerial service parts.

CGS Tyres: Stand 144
See Mitas Tyres

Continental Tyres: Stand 144
See Mitas Tyres

CoreRFID: MP5
pumps designed specifically for
loader cranes. The SAP fixed flow
pump has an aluminium alloy
housing making it lightweight and
non-corrosive, while the SVH 130
variable pump is the most powerful
addition to its range.

potentiometers, anti 2 block
switches, data loggers, angle
sensors and wind speed indicators.
Hird also offers parts, service,
calibration, overhaul and breakdown
cover and installation.

T H White:

MP8

Palfinger’s distributor for England
and Wales will have two models
on show including the 59.4 tonne/
metre PL 63002 mounted on a 32
tonne Volvo FM chassis with a
heavy duty plant body. The second
is a 16 tonne/metre PK16001K
mounted on a 26 tonne Iveco rigid
builder’s merchant spec chassis.
Both cranes were installed by T H
White.

Ainscough Training Services is one
of the UK’s largest independent
training providers for lifting
operations. The CPCS and CSkills
Award accredited test centre
specialises in training, technical
testing, NVQ’s and Experience
Worker Practical Assessments as
well as Enhanced Learning Credits
(ELCAS) and Career Transition
Partnership (CTP) for the Ministry of
Defence.

Tip N Lift:
UK bodybuilders and crane
installation company Tip N Lift is
the sole UK distributor for Amco
Veba cranes as well as Marchesi’s
construction and timber cranes.
Making its show debut the
company will display an Amco
Veba 950 46 TM loader crane and
the new Marchesi M 13000 RS B4
Construction loader crane fitted with
a servo-hydraulic system which
offers hydraulic operation from
either side of the platform.

Other - Service, safety,
training & components
3B6: MP10
UK distributor Hird will exhibit
3B6 Load Systems for the retrofit market as well as systems for
OEM manufacturers. Products
include recoil drums, displays,

Ainscough Training Services:

Standfast’s TRAM
fall protection system

Carl Stahl Evita: MP18

Another newcomer to Vertikal
Days, CoreRFID Lifting will exhibit
its CheckedOK Lifting Inspection
System. Using a range of visual,
barcode and radio frequency
identification (RFID) tags in
conjunction with a handheld
digital inspection form, the system
provides a way of scheduling
and automating inspection data
collection. It can also provide
inspectors and clients with
immediate access to data, reports
and certificates.

UK lifting and hoisting equipment
specialist Carl Stahl Evita will
display the latest permanent lifting
magnets from Tecnomagnete which
have lifting capacities of between
125kg and two tonnes.

Alfa Access Services: MP21
Alfa Access Services specialises
in the repair, service and Thorough
Examination of access equipment.
It is also the UK service partner for
Teupen, supplying original spare
parts, training and technical backup.

AlturnaMats: Stand 142
See Ground-Guards

Andover Trailer: Stand 150
Andover Trailers provides tailormade solutions for all manner of
haulage requirements. The company
is also the UK distributor for
Goldhofer Trailers.

Bettersafe International: MP33
Bettersafe offers a range of fall
protection equipment and systems.
Of particular interest is its T-Line
range of safety lines and Standfast’s
TRAM (Travel Restraint Access
Module) which enables users to
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Tecnomagnete’s MaxX 500
lifting magnet

C-Tech Industries: MP22
C-Tech Industries will highlight
a selection of control boxes
and replacement joysticks for a
variety of aerial work platform
manufacturers including Genie,
Haulotte, JLG and Skyjack. It will
also feature M&G battery chargers,

Using a range of tags CheckedOK
provides a digital means to carry out
inspections of equipment.

CPA: Stand 146
The Construction Plant-hire
Association can helps members
with issues including Employee
Health & Safety, Machinery
Standards & Emission Control, Skills

vertikal days

c&a

short seminars are also planned.

Enterprise Workwear: MP4

CraneSafe is using Vertikal Days to launch SMIE’s new ProSite crane
management system.

& Employment. The association’s
2014 Stars of the Future Plant
Mechanic Awards will also be
presented at the show on the first
day of the show.

being launched at the show.

Crane Hotline: Entrance Tent

International asset finance provider
De Lage Landen will have finance
specialists on hand to discuss
tailored solutions for equipment
manufacturers, dealers and
distributors as well as special
solutions for rental companies.

USA used crane source guide and
magazine.

Cranes Today: Entrance Tent
CraneSafe: MP26
Tower crane anti-collision specialist
CraneSafe, part of the SMIE
group, will display a range of
anemometers, wind speed alarms
and Orlaco hook-view/winch-view
crane cameras. The key focus
this year will be the very first
demonstrations of SMIE’s new
ProSite crane management system

Crown Batteries: MP24
See Shield Batteries

De Lage Landen Leasing: MP20

Enterprise Workwear is making
its Vertikal Days debut this year.
The company offers a wide range
of office and corporate uniforms,
safety or protective wear including
hi-viz wear. Services include screen
printing, machine embroidery, heat
seal transfers and pre-customised
stock.

Gantic: MP23
Norwegian battery charger
company Gantic will exhibit its third
generation GantiCharger system
which delivers an individually
measured charge for up to six
batteries without damaging them
by over-charging. Powered by a
220v-240v or 110v supply and

featuring an inbuilt de-sulphating
function the company claims the
charger will ensure batteries last
up to three times longer than when
charged conventionally.

Glasboy: Stand 129 See GGR
Goldhofer: Stand 150
See Andover Trailers

Ground-Guards: Stand 142
Ground-Guards will exhibit its
lightweight temporary roadway
system which comes with a lifetime
guarantee when use with vehicles
up to 120 tonnes. With each plastic
sheet weighing 39kg, the panels can
easily be handled and joined by two
people to form site access roads,
plant compounds or temporary
car parks. They can also be stored
and transported in the company’s
Safestore Stillage system.

DEUTZ AG UK: MP13

HBC-radiomatic UK: Stand 140B

As well as getting the chance to see
DEUTZ AG’s new Stage/Tier 4 TCD
2.9 L4 feel free to talk to the engine
manufacturer about the latest diesel
engine emission technology and the
different types of technology being
used to meet current and future
emission legislation. A number of

HBC will be showcasing its range
of controllers including its recently
launched spectrum E with HBC
photon facility - in layman’s terms
- its live video feed controllers. One
of the HBC’s service vans will also
be alongside the stand to provide

DEUTZ AG’s new
Tier 4 TCD 2.9 L4
engine.
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Gantic’s GantiCharger
Ground-Guards temporary
roadway system can be easily
stored and transported

HBC will
showcase its
new live video
feed remote
controllers

a first-hand experience of the
company’s range as well as provide
details on its on-site service and
repairs offerings.

Hewden Training: MP2
Hewden provides a comprehensive
range of industry accredited training
courses covering all health and
safety, powered access, crane and
general plant requirements. Stop by
to see how it can tailor courses for
your company on site or at one of
its training facilities across the UK.

Higher Concept Software: MP9
Producers of the rental management
software Syrinx, Higher Concept
is offering its customers free hourlong, one-to-one sessions on its
Syrinx Hire and Asset Management
systems. It will also showcase its
latest production additions - Syrinx
Dashboard and new Andriod Driver
App - which launched earlier this
year.

Hird: MP10 See 3B6
Irlequip: Stand 152/153
See Manitowoc

Industrial Lift and Hoist:

offering free, tailored demonstration
on its benefits and will host
workshops for current users.

Intellitec: MP19
Intellitec MV designs, manufactures
and installs electrical DC /AC
systems for builders, converters and
fleet operators of specialist vehicles.
Exhibiting in the Marketplace
Intellitec will highlight its new IPLCJnr programmable multiplex control
switching system. It will also have
its new iCAN-Pro vehicle telematics
system, which it claims is the first
of its kind to communicate direct to
the OEM vehicle manufacturers CAN
network.

IPAF: Stand 107/8 See Introduction
IPS: Stand 126 See IAPS
James Troop & Co: MP27
Based in Runcorn, UK, James
Troop is a family-run diesel engine,
parts and service supplier. With
OEM trained mobile and workshop
engineers, the company specialises
in engine repairs, overhauls and
contract servicing to a wide range
of market sectors.

Entrance Tent

Kässbohrer: Stand 143

inspHire: MP28

See Tinsley Trailers

Rental management software
provider inspHire will demonstrate
the new features of its rental
software, including important
enhancements to its Mobile and
Bl Dashboards. The company is

The company offers a wide range of
specialist equipment, general plant
trailers and truck bodies to standard
or custom build specifications.

King Trailers: Stand 105/6
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KNT Training Limited: MP3
Exhibiting for the first time at
Vertikal Days, KNT Training
specialise in health and safety
training. Training courses include
IPAF, PASMA, fork lift truck, manual
handling, abrasive wheels, crane,
slinging and signalling, plant
machinery, asbestos awareness and
many more.

Liebherr Training Services: MP29
Liebherr UK’s training division offers
qualifications, assessments and
training for a wide range of skills,
including: appointed person, crane
supervisor, slinger & signaller, crane
operator, aerial work platforms,
LICCON planner, the influence of
wind on lifting operations and NVQs
in relevant disciplines.

LEEA: MP16
The UK’s Lifting Equipment
Engineers Association (LEEA) will
unveil the eighth edition of its
authoritative Code of Practice for
the Safe Use of Lifting Equipment
(COPSULE), which has been
completely redesigned and updated
for 2014. The association will also
introduce the latest edition of its
User’s Pocket Guide
as

well as highlighting its ‘TEAM
card’ registration scheme for
workers qualified to undertake
test, examination and maintenance
procedures.

Lectura: MP Centre
Lectura produces a wide range or
used equipment price publications
and specification guides for both
new and used equipment including
aerial lifts telehandlers and other
equipment.

Lifting Gear UK: Stand 158
Lifting Gear UK provides an
extensive range of lifting
accessories including beams,
slings, man baskets and material
handlings attachments as well as
personal protection equipment
and crane mats for hire or sale. It
also offers LOLER inspection and
certification services as well as
repairs, service, bespoke fabrication
and modifications of equipment.

Load Systems UK: Stand MP7
Based in Aberdeen, Scotland,
Load Systems UK provides a
range of wireless and cable
based products and solutions to
the crane and lifting industry.
Products include crane safe
load indicators, load cells, load
pin shackles, wind speed
sensors, A2B switches, data
logging and tensiometers. The
company also provides specialist

A range of spreader beams
from Lifting Gear UK
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winch monitoring and data logging
systems for the marine, offshore oil
and gas markets.

MarketBook: Stand 195
MarketBook is the online destination
for truck, farm, and heavy
equipment buyers and sellers. Stop
by the stand to preview its website
and pick up a free publication.

Mentor Training: MP11
As one of the UK’s leading training
providers Mentor Training delivers
IPAF, PASMA and ALLMI accredited
courses from its centres or on

site. Visit the stand to discuss any
operating training requirements or
to receive best practice guidance on
aerial work platforms.

Michelin Tyres: Stand 117
Michelin will show off its range of
crane tyres, including its X Crane+
525/80 R 25 and X Crane+ 445/95
R 25 tyres and for a chance to get a
photo alongside the Michelin Man.

Mitas Tyres: Stand 144
Mitas Tyres is the sole manufacturer
of Mitas, Continental and Cultor
branded tyres. Visit the stand to

My Future My Choice

find out more on the 445/95R25
174F CR-01 TL crane tyre and the
460/70R24 IND 159A8 TI-22 TL MI
industrial tyre.

Myerscough has a specialist
engineering department that runs
dedicated courses for crane service
engineers.

Motion Software: Stand MP30

My Future My Choice:

Aberdeen-based operations and
asset-tracking software company
Motion Software will highlight its
Motion Inspect software which
covers the sale, hire, repair and
inspection of lifting equipment.
Available on all mobile platforms,
including Andriod, iPhone, Windows
8 and Blackberry, the software
improves the accuracy and speed
of inspections and data reporting
between inspectors, administrators
and customers.

Myerscough College: MP31

MP Centre

My Future My Choice works
with school children that are not
traditionally academic to show
them the wonders and possibilities
of engineering, in particular with
cranes and lifting equipment
workshops. It will be organising
several visits from local school
children in order to help ignite an
interest at an early stage.

Nolim: Stand 147B
Nolim was founded in 2007 to
provide a wide range of outrigger
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A Probst
block grab

A selection of QW’s refurbished
polyurethane coated wheels

pads and mats made from
HMPE-500R (High Molecular Poly
Ethylene), which is a lightweight
and high-quality plastic, for cranes
and aerial lifts.

Orlaco: MP26 See CraneSafe
OTR Wheel Engineering: MP12
OTR Wheel Engineering designs,
manufactures and supplies a range
of various wheels and tyres for all
kinds of industrial and construction
machinery. The company also has
a service exchange programme for
replacement wheels, tyres and fill.

PSR: Stand 126 See IAPS
Probst Handling Equipment:
Stand 193

Back for a second year Probst
will show a wide range lifting and
handling attachments at the show
including an SG80 mechanical
block grab, a AKZ BF hydraulic
block loading grab and a LG20 selflevelling pallet fork. It will also show
a selection of vacuum slab lifters
and stone magnet vacuum lifting
devices.

QW Wheels: MP14
UK-based polyurethane wheel
manufacturer QW Wheels has
recently launched its new product
division - QW Wheels for Lifting and
Access. In just four stages its QW
Refurbishment Programme re-covers
worn wheels with refurbished

30

years
anniversary

Mastering Heights
Working safely and efficiently at height? Let us give you a lift! Holland Lift takes you to a higher level
You ask, Holland Lift innovates

Height: Working heights up to 34 metre (111.5ft).

Holland Lift offers a wide range of innovative scissor lifts, with
a working height of 27 metres (88.6ft). All thinkable options are
possible!

Safety: Maximum stability through advanced scissor design.

During the Vertikal Days show you will be able to see our range
of products on the AJ Access stand.

Quality: Holland Lifts have a robust construction, and are made
from high quality components.

www.hollandlift.com
Holland Lift International B.V. Anodeweg 1 | NL-1627 LJ Hoorn
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See us at

We have been making scissor lifts for 30 years, allowing you to
work at high altitudes. Safely and efficiently!

Efficiency: Drive at full height and Platform capacities up to
1,000kg (2,200lbs).

Vertikal Days: AJ Access Platforms Ltd.
Stand No. 112 Haydock Park United Kingdom
14th-15th May 2014
and learn about the latest technology!

Tel: +31 (0)229 28 55 55 | E-mail: info@hollandlift.com

c&a

vertikal days

just launched its own
range of RICO filters.

Ritchie Bros
Auctioneers: MP1

Red Plant’s elebia
automatic crane hook

polyurethane coated wheels. The
company offers this programme
for all leading brand wheels, and is
able to provide a number of different
tread patterns.

Red Plant: MP15
Red Plant will once again set up in
the Marketplace with its redesigned
elebia evo20 crane hook which
allows operators to attach and
release a load remotely without
needing to handle rigging or climb
on to anything to release or connect
a load. The hook is available in three
sizes capable of lifting five, 10 or 20
tonnes.

RICOEurope: MP Central
Exhibiting at Vertikal Days for the
first time, UK-based filter specialist
RICOEurope offers a wide range
of OEM oil, air, fuel and hydraulic
filters and filter service kits suitable
for heavy-duty plant, construction,
agricultural, access and mining
industries. The company has also

With more than 40
auction locations around
the world, including its
UK site in Donington Park,
Ritchie Bros sold more
than 300,000 pieces of
used equipment from
356 auctions last year. A
popular option for buying
and selling telehandlers,
the auctioneers has
also continued to make
substantial inroads into
the crane and access markets.

SafetyLiftinGear: 147A
SafetyLiftinGear provides lifting
equipment for rigging, material
handling, height safety and other
lifting requirements. The company
also offers full after-sales service,
including inspection and repairs.

SFL Mobile Radio: MP25
UK radio communication device
provider SFL offers a full range
of two-way radio equipment,
accessories and spares from
leading manufacturers. From a basic
‘back-to-back’ systems to fully
integrated voice and data systems
the company’s systems are both
available for purchase or hire.

Shield Batteries: MP24
Shield Batteries is the UK importer
for Crown Batteries’ deep cycle
batteries which are proving
increasingly popular with aerial lift
manufacturers and fleet owners. The
company has invested heavily to

Crown Batteries are proving increasingly
popular with aerial lift manufacturers

add value to its deep cycle batteries
with features such as thicker plates,
more headroom for electrolyte and
built-in Pro Eye to monitor levels.

Speedy Training: MP34
With more than 100 experienced
trainers at over 200 locations
nationwide the training division of
Speedy Hire offers a wide range of
operator, safety and skills courses.

thickness, are protected with steel
bumpers and treated with LifePro
copper technology to protect and
extend the life of the timber. Also
on show will be tropical and oak
hardwood mates designed to form
a safe and robust temporary access
roadway or working platform.

Tinsley Trailers: Stand 143

See Higher Concept Software

Trailer specialist Tinsley will show
a 13.5 metre extendable low bed
trailer suitable for carrying crane
ballast. The company is also the UK
distributor for trailer manufacturer
Kässbohrer and will show a six axle
K.SLH 6 hydraulic steering low-bed
with 106 tonne transport capacity
and a three axle K.SLL 3 low-loader
which provides a ground clearance
of 400mm as well as providing safe
transport for heavy haulage goods
up to a height of 3.6 metres.

Timbermat: 191A

The Tackle Store: Stand 147A

Timbermat will exhibit its Emtek 31F
timber mats which provide certified
loading and deflection calculations.
The 100 percent laminated timber
mats, which the company claims
out-perform those twice its

See SafetyLiftinGear

SWL: Stand 140A
Making its return to Vertikal Days
the Southampton-based company
SWL Rope Lifting & Testing supplies
a wide and extensive range of
lifting tackle and equipment. It also
provides inspections, services and
certificates as well as maintenance
and repairs on all lifting equipment.

Syrinx: MP09

Top Service: Stand MP17
Credit information provider
specialist Top Service will provide
free demonstrations on its service
along with a credit control drop-in
service offering advice on current
credit control procedures. It will also
be keen to discuss its credit circle
programmes.

Total Logistics Training: MP6
Total Logistics Training is a national
training provider offering a wide
range of driver, fork lift, health
and safety and instructor training
courses covering a wide number of
industries.

TPA Portable Roadways:
Stand 141
UK-based temporary access and
ground protection specialist TPA will
showcase its range of heavy duty
temporary aluminium roadways
Stars of the Future
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WE ALSO OFFER TRAINING...
Hewden is committed to providing
a comprehensive range of industry
accredited training courses to address:
• Health and safety • Plant requirements
• Powered access • NVQ’s
• Cranes
Hewden have received a wide range of
accreditations and deliver high quality
training courses, UK wide. We can tailor
courses for your company on your site,
or join one of our existing courses at one
of our training facilities.
Industry accreditations include:

Come and see what we can do for you
on stand MP2 at Vertikal days 2014!
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Email: training@hewden.co.uk

Call: 0161 77 22 444

c&a

MARKETPLACE
aimed at the crane hire, powered
access and abnormal load sectors.

MP29

Trackunit: Stand MP32

Universal Crane Mats:
Stand 140c

The company specialises in
spreading loads imposed by just
about any type of equipment. With
a strong emphasis on outrigger
mats and ground protection plates
it will be happy to discuss any
ground bearing problem - routine or
specific.

Vertikal Press: Entrance Tent
Specialist international publisher to
the lifting industry, including Cranes
& Access and Kran
& Bühne magazines,
Vertikal.net online
news service
and information
database and
organiser of
Vertikal Days and
other events.

Welex: Stand 145

MP26

MP25

CraneSafe

SFL
Mobile

MP24
Shield
Batteries

ENTRANCE

Gantic

MP22
C-Tech

MP21

MP1

Alfa
Access

Ritchie
Bros

MP2

MP20

Hewden
Training

De Lage
Landen

MP3

MP19

KNT
Training

Intellitec

MP4

MP30 Motion Software
MP31 Myerscough College
MP32 Track Unit
MP33 Bettersafe
MP34 RICOEurope
MP35 Lectura
MP36 My Future My Choice

Enterprise
Workwear

MP5
CoreRFID

MP6
Speedy
Training

MP18

Carl Stahl
Evita

MP17
Top
Service

MP16

MP7

Load
Systems UK

LEEA

MP8

MP15

Ainscough
Training

Red Plant

MP14
QW
Wheels

MP13
DEUTZ AG

Higher Concept

3B6

Mentor
Training

MP9

MP10

MP11

TO
WORKSHOPS
1&2

OTR
Wheel Engineering

MP12

SEMINAR/WORKSHOP
LOBBY

MEETING
ROOM 1

Welex has more than 50 years
experience manufacturing crane
mats from sustainable tropical
hardwood in sizes varying from
three to 12 metres in length the
company has around 10,000
cubic metres of timber beams in
stock and more than 30,000 mats
available for hire.

inspHire

James
Troop

DS

TVH is the one-stop shop supplying
a wide selection of replacement
parts, products, services and
accessories to the telehandler,
aerial work platform and agricultural
sectors. At this year’s Vertikal
Days the company will exhibit
personal safety equipment, ground
support plates, rubber tracks,
anti-theft systems, wheel covers
and universal chargers. It will also
have a scale model scissor lift
demonstration to show how to
calibrate, diagnose and configure
the machine.

MP27

MP23

MEETING
ROOM 2

TVH UK: Stand 134

MP28

ENTRANCE

Last month Danish fleet
management system and telematics
provider Trackunit opened its
first UK branch in Reading, and is
therefore launching at Vertikal Days.
Be sure to ask how its GSM and
GPS systems and safety solutions
- available for cranes, access
platforms, telehandlers, trailers
and service vehicles - can increase
profitability, customer satisfaction
and security.

Liebherr
Training

vertikal days

Wienold: Stand 126 See IAPS
Winlet: MP10 See 3b6/Hird
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